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AUTHOR'S VERSION "NOVELA ROMANCE AND EROTIC. ARTICLES California to Bollywood My favorite gastronomic Honey, which is not honey, tea, which is evil, is not honey and is not a potion. From various aphorisms. About different A new theatrical production based on the play by the famous Australian playwright and director Will Thomson "The Other Direction" will start in Bollywood (India) from July this year, in which the leading actors
Jafar Khan and Charlene Hendrix play their most famous comedy role, the character named "Roy" , whose talent, fortunately, is not limited to writing scripts for Hollywood films, and can direct them himself! According to lead actress Charlene, the role of "Roy" was very difficult to play, but Thomson, after discussions with the actors, entrusted it to them. By the way, the rest of the roles went to young and promising film and theater actors, and in the episodes

you can see the actors who played the main roles in the feature film "Slumdog Millionaire". "Roy" will have to go through a difficult path from our local Polidori / Pulir (Queen of the Slums) to a famous actress. Throughout this path, the heroine Charlene will present various surprises to the hero - flashes, falls, chases and much more that awaits the swindler and adventurer "Roe" in the course of the play. So, for example, their meeting and getting to know
Bernadette/Bernadette on their deathbed can be considered an impromptu scenario. In the production, Charlene and Jafar Khan will not only act, but also build. The actors perform their roles using real scaffolding, which will later be used in the next film, which the company is currently actively working on. It is also worth noting that the director attracted by Bollywood is one of the most famous British directors, Tony Kay. "Actors want to play better than just

being who they are, and we all wish them creative success," commented Charlene. According to Charlene, the picture "Other Direction" is one of her favorite films. However, to portray "Rooy" in "The Other Direction", Charlene had to show all her skill and acting skills
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